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Grand Theft Auto 

 

Rockstar Games’s game Grand Theft AutoV just 

celebrated its 10th anniversary being online this past 

September 14th and with that being said they have 

been dropping hints of a GTA Vl is in the making.  

 

  Here in EGS our members play a pretty large range 

of games with GTA V being one of them. The news 

team asked one of our members a couple questions 

about GTA. And his name is THEPUNISHER2023, he’s 

a member in our Solar TLE squad.  



 

  We asked Punisher, what is it that he’s hoping the 

new GTA Vl has as well as what he thinks GTA should 

improve in their game and he responded with, “I’m 

hoping it has a good story line.” As well as, “GTA 

should improve the aiming instead of the little dot in 

the middle of the screen when aiming guns and 

stuff.” Honestly who doesn’t like a game with a good 

story line. 

 

  The news team just had a couple more questions 

before letting Punisher go. We asked him, “How do 

you think the new game will be?, and is it something 

you are looking forward to?” THEPUNISHER2023 



answered with this, “I think the game will be good 

with graphics and a storyline and I think it will be a 

great game to preorder and another great release 

for 2023.” Im sure we all wish they could release the 

game by this Christmas of 2023 but unfortunately 

it’s said the new GTA Vl won’t be launched until late 

2024 early 2025.  

 

  On September 14th during the GTA V online 

anniversary event is when they started leaking the 



new GTA Vl, while no official news has been leaked 

they have only been giving small hints here and 

there. The leaks suggests that possibly GTA Vl will 

have a Vice City type setting and feature male and 

female protagonists.  

 

  I’m sure all the GTA fans will be eagerly waiting for 

the actual release of GTA Vl and us here at the EGS 

news team will be here waiting with them to gove 

our members the news on the actual release date of 

this gamer classic and we thank you 

THEPUNISHER2023 for taking the time out of your 

day to answer some questions for us. Hope to catch 

you all next time here at the EGS gaming news!! 
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To Be Announced 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



     

 

 


